We consider the problem of finding a fundamental cycle basis with minimum total cost in an undirected graph. This problem is NP-hard and has several interesting applications. Since fundamental cycle bases correspond to spanning trees, we propose a local search algorithm, a tabu search and variable neighborhood search in which edge swaps are iteratively applied to a current spanning tree. We also present a mixed integer programming formulation of the problem whose linear relaxation yields tighter lower bounds than other known formulations. Computational results obtained with our algorithms are compared with those from the best available constructive heuristic on several types of graphs. 1
Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be a simple undirected graph with n nodes and m edges, weighted by a non-negative cost function w : E → R + ; we use the notation w(F ) = e∈F w e for subsets F ⊆ E. A cycle is a subset γ of E such that every node of V is incident with an even number of edges in γ. Since an elementary cycle is a connected cycle such that at most two edges are incident to any node, cycles can be viewed as the (possibly empty) union of edge-disjoint elementary cycles. If cycles are considered as edge-incidence binary vectors in {0, 1}
|E| , it is well-known that the cycles of a graph form a vector space over GF (2) . When the graph G is connected, a set of ν = m − n + 1 cycles is a cycle basis if it is a basis in this cycle vector space associated to G. There are special cycle bases that can be derived from the spanning trees of G. Let T ⊆ E denote the edge set of any spanning tree of G; the edges in T are called branches of the tree, and those in E\T (the co-tree) are called the chords of G with respect to T (or, with a slight abuse of notation, the chords of T ). Any chord uniquely identifies a cycle consisting of the chord itself and the unique path in T connecting the two nodes of the chord. These ν cycles are called fundamental cycles and they form a Fundamental Cycle Basis (FCB) of G with respect to T (see below for the definition of weakly FCBs). Since the cycle space of a graph is the direct sum of the cycle spaces of its edge-biconnected components, we assume that G is edge-biconnected, i.e., G contains at least two edge-disjoint paths between any pair of nodes. Figure 1 shows the difference between a non-fundamental cycle basis and a fundamental one. In this paper we consider the following problem.
Min FCB: Given an edge-biconnected graph G = (V, E) with non-negative costs assigned to the edges, find a fundamental cycle basis {γ 1 , . . . , γ ν } of minimum total cost, i.e., which minimizes ν i=1 w(γ i ) where w(γ i ) denotes the sum of the costs of all edges in cycle γ i .
Previous and related work. Cycle bases have been used in the field of electrical networks since the time of Kirchoff [2] . Interest in minimum FCBs arises in a variety of application fields, such as electrical circuit testing [3] , generating minimal perfect hash functions (used in compiler design) [4] , planning cyclic timetables [5, 6] , coding of ring compounds [7] and planning complex syntheses in organic chemistry [8] . Many of the early results about the graph-theoretical structure of FCBs are due to a sequence of papers by Sys lo [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In particular, a cycle basis is fundamental if and only if each cycle in the basis contains at least one edge which is not contained in any other cycle in the basis [12] . Moreover, two spanning trees whose symmetric difference is a collection of 2-paths (paths where each node, excluding the endpoints, has degree 2) give rise to the same FCB. An algorithm for enumerating the FCBs is also presented in [14] . More recently, weakly fundamental cycle bases, in which it suffices that there exists an ordering of the cycles γ 1 , . . . , γ ν such that γ j \ (γ 1 ∪ . . . ∪ γ j−1 ) = ∅ for all j, 2 ≤ j ≤ ν, have also been considered, see for instance [15] . Notice that for a cycle basis to be fundamental it has to satisfy the above condition for all possible orderings of the cycles. In this work we focus on fundamental cycle bases that are fundamental and, for the sake of brevity, do not mention strictness.
Although the problem of finding a general cycle basis of minimum total cost can be solved in polynomial time (see [16] and the recent improvements [17, 18] ), requiring (strict) fundamentality makes the problem NP-hard [19] . The approximability of Min FCB is addressed in [20] , where the problem is shown to be APX-hard even when restricted to unweighted graphs, a O(log 2 n log log n)-approximation algorithm is given for arbitrary graphs, and tighter approximability bounds are obtained for dense graphs, including a polynomial-time approximation scheme for complete graphs. Constructive heuristic methods for solving the Min FCB problem have been proposed in [4, 19, 21] , and tested on a variety of regular and randomly generated instances.
A well-known problem related to Min FCB is the minimum routing cost spanning tree problem, see e.g. [22, 23] . Given a weighted graph G as in Min FCB, one looks for a spanning tree T of G which minimizes the sum of the costs of the paths on T between all pairs of nodes. In spite of the similarities, Min FCB differs substantially from this problem since the sum is taken only over the pairs of nodes corresponding to the chords of T . Note that for weighted graphs, the cost of all chords is also included in the objective function.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a local search algorithm in which the spanning tree associated to the current FCB is iteratively modified by performing edge swaps. In Section 3 the same type of edge swaps is adopted within two metaheuristic schemes, namely a variable neighborhood search and a tabu search. To provide lower bounds on the cost of optimal solutions, a new mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation of the problem is presented in Section 4. Computational results are reported and discussed in Section 5.
Edge-swapping local search
Due to the correspondence between fundamental cycle bases and spanning trees and the fact that the set of all spanning trees can be efficiently explored by iteratively swapping pairs of edges (see e.g. [24, 25] ), we consider a local search algorithm for Min FCB based on edge swaps. Starting from the spanning tree associated to an initial FCB, at each iteration we swap a chord e with one of the branches in the fundamental cycle induced by e so that the total FCB cost is decreased, until the cost cannot be further decreased, i.e., a local minimum is found. In practice, it was verified experimentally that allowing swaps that keep the objective function value constant results in a more effective exploration of the solution space.
For each chord e = {u, v} of G with respect to the spanning tree T , let u, v be the unique path connecting u, v in T and let γ 
It is easy to verify that each chord e belongs to all fundamental cuts δ b T induced by the branches b of the fundamental cycle γ e T . Denoting by C(T ) the set of cycles in the FCB associated to T , then w(C(T )) denotes the cost of this FCB.
Initial solutions
Initial solutions are obtained by applying a very fast "tree-growing" procedure [21] , where a spanning tree and its corresponding FCB are generated by adding nodes to the tree according to predefined criteria. The adaptation of Paton's procedure to the Min FCB problem proceeds as follows. Initially the node set V T of the tree only contains a root node v 0 , and the set W of nodes to be examined is taken as V . Then at each step a node u ∈ W ∩ V T is selected according to a predefined ordering. For all nodes z adjacent to u, if z ∈ V T , the edge {z, u} is included in T (the edge is selected), the node z is added to V T and the node u is removed from W . Nodes to be examined are selected according to non-increasing degree and, to break ties, to increasing edge star costs. The resulting order tends to maximize the chances of identifying short fundamental cycles early in the process. The performance of this procedure is comparable to other existing tree-growing techniques [19, 4] . Ini-tial solutions can also be obtained via the approximation algorithm given in [26] for constructing spanning trees with average stretch O((log n) 2 log log n) in time O(m log n + n(log n)
2 ). The average stretch of a tree T is defined as avestretch(T ) = 1 |E| {u,v}∈E
w xy . The relation between average stretch and FCB cost is given by
that is an FCB-like cost where the cost of each cycle is scaled by the weight of the corresponding chord, plus an additive constant. For unweighted graphs where w e = 1 for all e ∈ E, this becomes simply w(C(T )) + 2n − m − 2 and the approximation guarantee for the average stretch then translates directly into an approximation guarantee for the FCB. For the weighted graphs, a related technique yielding an approximation of O(w(E) log n log 2 n) is given in [27] .
Selection of a best edge swap
Let π = (e, b), where e is a chord and b is a branch of γ e T , be the edge swap such that: πT = T ∪ {e} {b}. An edge swap π = (e, b), with b ∈ γ e T , is an improving edge-swap for T if it decreases the total FCB cost, that is if ∆ π = w(C(T )) − w(C(πT )) > 0.
In our edge-swapping local search algorithm, we start from the FCB associated to the spanning tree provided by the constructive procedure of Section 2.1. Then at each iteration we apply to the current spanning tree T the edge swap π = (e, b) which yields a maximum decrease in the objective function. The algorithm terminates when no improving edge swap exists for the current spanning tree.
At each iteration of the edge-swapping local search, we consider the spanning tree T of G associated to the current FCB. Two procedures are needed: FCBCost(T ), a procedure which computes the cost of the fundamental cycle basis associated with T , and a procedure BestSwap(T ), which finds a chord
Find a best edge swap π Let T ′ = πT end while and a branch of the induced fundamental cycle whose swap yields the largest decrease in the objective function. We show next that an edge swap π = (e, b) where e is a chord and b a branch of γ Proof. First, by Fact (2) we have that e, f ∈ δ b T . Then we need the two following claims, which are illustrated in Figure 3 . T such that g = h there exists a unique simple cycle γ ⊆ G such that g ∈ γ, h ∈ γ, and γ\{g, h} ⊆ T . Proof. Let g = {g 1 , g 2 }, h = {h 1 , h 2 } and assume w.l.o.g. that g 1 , h 1 , g 2 , h 2 are labeled so that g 1 , h 1 ∈ S b T and g 2 , h 2 ∈S b T . Since there exist unique paths p ⊆ T connecting g 1 , h 1 and q ⊆ T connecting g 2 , h 2 , the edge subset γ = {g, h} ∪ p ∪ q is a cycle with the required properties. Assume now that there is another cycle γ ′ with the required properties. Then γ ′ defines paths p ′ , q ′ connecting respectively g 1 , h 1 and g 2 , h 2 in T . Since T is a spanning tree, p = p ′ and q = q ′ , and hence γ ′ = γ.
Consider the cycle γ = γ
T and e ∈ γ From Theorem 1, it follows that the change ∆ π in FCB cost due to an edge swap π = (e, b), where e is a chord and b a branch of the current spanning tree T belonging to γ e T , only depends on the change in cost of those fundamental cycles γ f T (where f = e is a chord of T ) which contain b.
Corollary 2 Let π = (e, b) be an edge swap with e a chord and b a branch of γ e T , and let
(1)
Proof. By Theorem 1, the only fundamental cycles that change under the action of π are those that contain b, and can therefore be used to quantify the change ∆ π . We have:
In the rest of this section, we present two different techniques to determine a best edge swap at each iteration. The first one, described in Section 2.3, uses least common ancestors to identify fundamental cycles. The second one, described in Section 2.4, efficiently updates lists of fundamental cuts and cycles by using symmetric differences of edge sets. As we shall see in Section 2.5, although the worst-case complexity estimate favours the first one, the second one turns out to be around 20 times faster in practice.
Least Common Ancestor-based algorithm
To compute the symmetric difference we need to determine the intersection of two cycles. This can be achieved by computing Least Common Ancestors (LCA, also called Nearest Common Ancestors). Given a spanning tree T of G, a root r, and two vertices u, v ∈ V , the LCA of u, v is the first common vertex on the unique paths on T , u, r from u to r and v, r from v to r. There exists a LCA query algorithm which takes amortized O(log 2 n) time for dynamically updating rooted spanning trees with n vertices [28] . The output of the LCA query algorithm shall be denoted by LCA(u, v, T, r).
The following elementary lemma is stated without proof.
Lemma 3 Let e = {u, v} be a chord and r any root of T ; let p be the unique path in T between u and v. Then p contains a unique least common ancestor x of u, v with respect to the root r of T .
The procedure FCBCost, which is described in Algorithm 2, cycles over the chords of T and computes the cost of the corresponding fundamental cycles by using LCAs. It relies on the following observation, which is implied by Lemma 3.
Lemma 4 Let e = {u, v} be a chord and r a vertex of T . If p 1 = u, r and p 2 = v, r are the unique paths in T between respectively u and r, and v and r, then γ e T = p 1 △p 2 ∪ {e}.
Algorithm 2 FCBCost(T ).
Returns the FCB cost w T associated to T .
Let w T = 0, fix an arbitrary root r of T for v ∈ V do µ(v) = weight of the unique path in T from r to v end for
[by Lemma 4] 
Due to the loop over f and the LCA computation, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(m log 2 n). (1) can be computed by using LCAs.
Proposition 5 Let π = (e, b) be an edge swap with e = {u, v} a chord and b a branch of γ e T , and let f = {t, z} = e be another chord of T . Let x, y be the LCAs of t, z with respect to the rootings u, and respectively v, of T . Let p be the unique path in T between x and y. Then γ 
Putting the above paths together, we find that (x, y, v, y ′ , x ′ , u, x) is a sequence of vertices on a path in T . Since x appears as the first and last element, this path is closed, hence T is a spanning tree containing a cycle, which is a contradiction. Hence x = x ′ and y = y ′ . By Lemma 3, p belongs to both γ e T and γ f T , as claimed (see Figure 4) . Corollary 2 and Proposition 5 suggest the following method: given an edge swap π = (e, b) for a chord e and a branch b of γ e T , cycle over all other chords f = e such that b ∈ γ f T and compute ∆ π . We can then choose the edge swap leading to the best improvement. This is implemented in a slightly more efficient way in Algorithm 3 by assigning a weight ξ to the vertices u ≡ v 1 , . . . , v k , v k+1 ≡ v in the unique path in T joining the endpoints of the chord e. For all i ≤ k, the weight j≤i ξ(v j ) corresponds to the change in FCB cost when b = {v i , v i+1 } is selected for the swapping branch in π = (e, b).
The procedure BestSwap is described in Algorithm 3. Its complexity is O(m 2 n), due to the nested loops over e and f and the path computation between x and y.
Algorithm 3 LCA-based implementation of BestSwap(T ).
Initialize
Return π * and ∆ *
Symmetric difference-based algorithm
This implementation of BestSwap is conceptually simpler than the LCAbased one. We maintain lists of fundamental cuts and cycles associated to the current spanning tree, and use them to compute the cost of each edge swap (see Alg. 4). Since applying an edge swap to a spanning tree may change the fundamental cycle and cut structures considerably, efficient procedures are needed to compute ∆ π and update the fundamental cut and cycle lists. We show that any edge swap π = (e, f ) applied to a spanning tree T , where e ∈ T and f ∈ δ . By Theorem 1 a similar statement holds for cycles. This makes it easy to maintain fundamental cut and cycle data structures that can be updated efficiently, by performing symmetric differences of edge sets, when π is applied to T .
Algorithm 4 Symmetric difference-based implementation of BestSwap(T ).
Initialize ∆ * = 0, π * = identity swap For each e ∈ T compute δ e T ; for all f ∈ E T compute γ e T for all e ∈ T, f ∈ δ
For each pair of nodes u, v ∈ V , u, v denotes the unique path in T from u to v. Let e = {u e , v e } ∈ T be an edge of the spanning tree and c = {u c , v c } ∈ T be a chord. Let p 1 (e, c) = u e , u c , p 2 (e, c) = u e , v c , p 3 (e, c) = v e , u c , p 4 (e, c) = v e , v c and P T (e, c) = {p i (e, c) | i = 1, . . . , 4}. Note that exactly two paths in P T (e, c) do not contain e. LetP T (e, c) denote the subset of P T (e, c) composed of those two paths not containing e. Let P *
T (e, c) be whichever of the sets {p 1 (e, c), p 4 (e, c)}, {p 2 (e, c), p 3 (e, c)} has shortest total path length in T , or the first one to break ties (see Figure 5 ). In the sequel, with a slight abuse of notation, we shall sometimes say that an edge belongs to a set of nodes, meaning that its endpoints belong to that set of nodes. For a path p and a node set N ⊆ V (G) we say p ⊆ N if the edges of p are in the edge set E(G N ) (i.e., the edges of the subgraph of G induced by N ). Furthermore, we shall say that a path connects two edges e, f if it connects an endpoint of e to an endpoint of f .
The following lemma implies that the shortest paths from the endpoints of e to the endpoints of c do not contain e.
Lemma 6
For any branch e ∈ T and chord c ∈ E\T , we have c ∈ δ e T if and only ifP T (e, c) = P * T (e, c), that is e ∈ P * T (e, c).
Proof. First assume that c ∈ δ If c is in the fundamental cut induced by e,P T (e, c) = P * T (e, c) = {p 1 , p 4 }. Otherwise, up to symmetries, we have the situation depicted in (B) wherē P T (e, c) = P * T (e, c).
u e , v e those of e, we can assume w.l.o.g. that u c , v c , u e , v e are labeled so that u c , u e ∈ S e T and v c , v e ∈S e T . Since there is a unique path q in T connecting u c to v c , then e ∈ q. Thus, there are unique sub-paths q 1 , q 2 
2
Let π = (e, f ) be an edge swap with e ∈ T, f ∈ δ e T and f = e. Note that f ∈ E T . First we note that the cut in G induced by e with respect to T is the same as the cut induced by f with respect to πT .
Proposition 7
For any π = (e, f ) with e ∈ T and f ∈ δ 2
Second, we show that the cuts that do not contain f are not affected by π.
Proposition 8
For each h ∈ T such that h = e, and f ∈ δ h T , we have π(δ
T . By Lemma 6, the shortest paths p T 1 , p T 2 from the endpoints of h to the endpoints of g do not contain h. We shall consider three possibilities.
(1) In the case where e and f do not belong either to p T 1 or p T 2 we obtain trivially thatP πT (f, e) =P T (e, f ) = P * T (e, f ) = P * πT (f, e) and hence the result.
(2) Assume now that e ∈ p because π does not affect h, we obtainP πT (e, c) = P * πT (e, c). 
Third, we prove that any cut containing f is mapped by the edge swap π = (e, f ) into its symmetric difference with the cut induced by e of T .
Theorem 9
The proof is lengthy and hence is given in Appendix A.
Complexity comparison
It was shown in Section 2.3 that the complexity of the BestSwap procedure based on LCA computation is O(m 2 n).
In the alternative algorithm of Section 2.4, fundamental cuts and cycles are determined and updated by using symmetric differences of edge sets, which require linear time in the size of the sets. Since for any spanning tree T there are m − n + 1 fundamental cycles with at most n edges, and n − 1 fundamental cuts with at most m edges, updating the fundamental cut and cycle structures after the application of an edge swap (e, f ) requires O(mn). Doing this for each branch of the tree and for each chord in the fundamental cut induced by the branch, leads to a O(m 2 n 2 ) worst-case complexity, apparently leading to a worse algorithm.
Running the implementation of both algorithms, however, showed a consistent performance difference in favour of the second algorithm. More precisely, tested on a set of 60 instances of various types (see the table in Appendix B), the LCA-based algorithm was on average around 20 times slower than the symmetric difference-based one (with a standard deviation of around 10); profiling the code suggested that this was essentially due to the algorithm rather than the implementation. An intuitive explanation may be found in the fact that worst-case complexity analysis may not accurately reflect the performance of the second algorithm. Take for instance the update of the fundamental cuts: there is a first loop on the n−1 tree branches inducing the cuts, and a second nested loop of O(m) chords in each cut. This eventually leads to the (apparently) very costly O(m 2 n 2 ) term. On average, however, each cut is very far from attaining the worst-case estimation of m edges. Instead, one should consider the total number of edges counted jointly by the two nested loops, which is usually much lower than the worst-case m(n − 1).
In support of the above view, the following simple average-case observations can be made for unweighted graphs.
(1) Letk be the average cardinality of each cycle in the minimum FCB:
where f * is the cost of the minimum FCB. (2) Each chord belongs on average to thek − 1 cuts induced by its own cycle. , and the total number of edges counted jointly by the two nested loops is on average m(k − 1).
It follows that, for unweighted graphs, the cost of the minimum FCB is a reasonable estimate of the complexity cost of each swap. Since the main focus of this work is experimental, in the sequel we only report the computational results for the faster algorithm based on symmetric differences.
Finally, we remark that the computing time taken for a single iteration of the local search heuristic (i.e. an application of the BestSwap algorithm) is (asymptotically) comparable with the time taken for constructing the initial solution (see e.g. worst-case complexity bounds in [26] ). This suggests that such heuristics are not well-suited for real-time or time-critical applications.
Metaheuristics
To go beyond the scope of local search and try to escape from local minima, we have implemented and tested two well-known metaheuristics: variable neighborhood search (VNS) [29] and tabu search (TS) [30] .
Variable neighborhood search
VNS is a relatively recent metaheuristic which relies on iteratively exploring neighborhoods of growing size to identify better local optima [29] . More precisely, in VNS one attempts to escape from a local minimum x ′ by choosing another random starting point in increasingly larger neighborhoods of x ′ . If the cost of the local minimum x ′′ obtained by applying the local search from x ′ is smaller than the cost of x ′ , then x ′′ becomes the new best local minimum and the neighborhood size is reset to its minimal value. This procedure is repeated until a given termination condition is met. VNS was successfully tested on many combinatorial and continuous optimization problems [31] .
For the Min FCB problem, given a locally optimal spanning tree T ′ provided by the local search algorithm, we consider a neighborhood of size p consisting of all those spanning trees T that can be reached from T ′ by applying p consecutive edge swaps. A random solution in a neighborhood of size p is obtained by generating a sequence of p random edge swaps and applying it to T ′ . The algorithm is summarized in Figure 6 .
For the whole test set, the parameters were set as follows: minimum neighborhood size k = 2 (k = 1 would simply explore the local search neighborhood again), maximum neighborhood size K = 5, number of trials in each neighborhood F = 1.
(1) Let T * be a locally minimal spanning tree found with LS, and ϕ * its FCB cost (2) Initialize minimum and maximum neighborhood sizes k, K and number F of local searches in each neighborhood (3) Set p = k and T = T * (4) for all i ≤ F do for all j ≤ p do Choose random edge swap π = (b, c) T = πT Let T ′ = LS(T ) and ϕ ′ be the FCB cost of T ′ if ϕ ′ < ϕ * then let T * = T ′ , ϕ * = ϕ ′ and go to step (3) (5) p ← p + 1 (6) if p > K then terminate else go to step (4) Fig. 6 . The VNS algorithm for the Min FCB problem. In step 4, LS(T ) denotes the spanning tree provided by the local search algorithm.
Tabu search
Our implementation of TS [30] includes diversification steps "à la VNS" (vTS). In order to escape from local minima, a best available edge swap is applied to the current solution (even if it worsens the FCB cost) and is inserted in a tabu list. If all possible edge swaps are tabu or a pre-determined number S of successive non-improving moves is exceeded, t random edge swaps are applied to the current spanning tree; this move is called a random shaker of size t. The number t increases until a limit K is reached, and is then re-set to a starting size k. The procedure runs until a given termination condition is met. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 7 .
For the whole test set, we took: maximum tabu list size Λ = 10, minimum and maximum random shaker sizes k = 2, K = 30, non-improving moves limit S = 20.
(1) Let T * be a locally minimal spanning tree found with LS, and ϕ * its FCB cost (2) Initialize tabu list length Λ, minimum and maximum random shaker size k, K, non-improving moves limit S (3) Initialize FIFO tabu list L = ∅, cost-increasing edge swap counter s = 0, random shaker size p = k (4) Choose a cost-increasing edge swap π = 1 s.t. cost increase is minimal and π ∈ L; let s = s + 1 (5) if such a π does not exist, or s > S then let π be a random shaker of size p; set p = p + 1 and Other TS variants were tested. In particular, we implemented a "pure" TS (pTS) with no diversification, and a fine-grained TS (fTS) where, instead of forbidding moves (edge swaps), feasible solutions are forbidden by exploiting the fact that spanning trees can be stored in a very compact form. We also implemented a TS variant with the above-mentioned diversification steps where pTS tabu moves and fTS tabu solutions are alternatively considered. Although the results are comparable on most test instances, vTS performs best on average. Computational experiments indicate that diversification is more important than intensification when searching the Min FCB solution space with our type of edge swaps. Variable length tabu lists were also tried, but the results were similar to those obtained with fixed-length lists.
Lower bounds
Lower bounds on the cost of the optimal solutions are useful to assess the performance of heuristics. The linear relaxations of three different mixed integer programming formulations were discussed in [32] . In this section, we describe an improved formulation that uses non-simultaneous flows on arcs to en-sure that the cycle basis is fundamental. Consider an edge-biconnected graph G = (V, E) with a non-negative cost w ij assigned to each edge {i, j} ∈ E. For each node v ∈ V , δ(v) denotes the node star of v, i.e., the set of all edges incident to v. Let G 0 = (V, A) be the directed graph associated with G, namely A = {(i, j), (j, i)|{i, j} ∈ E}. We use two sets of decision variables. For each edge {k, l} ∈ E, the variable x kl ij ≥ 0 represents the flow through arc (i, j) ∈ A from k to l. Moreover, for each edge {i, j} ∈ E, the variable z ij is equal to 1 if edge {i, j} is in the spanning tree of G, and equal to 0 otherwise. For each pair of arcs (i, j) ∈ A and (j, i) ∈ A, we define w ji = w ij . The following MIP formulation for the Min FCB problem provides much tighter bounds than those considered in [32] :
s.t.
For each edge {k, l} ∈ E, a path p from k to l is represented by a unit of flow through each arc (i, j) in p. In other words, a unit of flow exits node k and enters node l after going through all other (possible) nodes in p. For each edge {k, l} ∈ E, the flow balance constraints (3) and (4) account for a directed path connecting nodes k and l. Note that the flow balance constraint for node l is implied by constraints (3) and (4). Since constraints (5) and (6) require that z ij = 1 for every edge {i, j} contained in some path (namely with a strictly positive flow), the z variables define a connected subgraph of G. Finally, constraint (7) ensures that the connected subgraph defined by the z variables is a spanning tree. The objective function (2) adds the cost of the path associated to every edge {k, l} ∈ E and the cost of all tree chords, and subtracts from it the cost of the tree branches (which are counted when considering the path for every edge {k, l}). The main shortcoming of this formulation is that it contains a large number of variables and constraints and hence it is hard to solve to optimality even for medium-sized instances.
The bounds reported in the next section were obtained by letting CPLEX MIP solver (v. 9.1, [33] ) process the root node of the branch-and-bound tree, with automatic cut generation enabled. For small instances, the solver was run to completion.
Efforts towards tighter lower bounds
A substantial effort was undertaken in order to obtain tighter lower bounds but unfortunately to no avail. A number of different ILP formulations and corresponding Lagrangian relaxations of some of the constraints were considered. Almost invariably, one of the two resulting subproblems was solvable in polynomial time and the other was computationally as difficult as (or more than) solving the Min FCB problem itself. When two easy subproblems were obtained, the resulting bounds were weaker or the same as those obtained by solving the linear relaxation of the formulation given above.
One of the most (apparently) promising Lagrangian relaxations we considered is the following "partial" ILP formulation:
{i | y i = 1} is a spanning tree of G (10)
where:
x ik = 1 if edge i ∈ cycle k and 0 otherwise (14) y i = 1 if edge i ∈ spanning tree T and 0 otherwise (15) s jk = 1 if vertex j ∈ cycle k and 0 otherwise (16) and δ j is the star of vertex j (there are Θ(mn) variables in (8)- (13), the same as in (2)- (7)). The only "complicating constraints" of this formulation, involving both the x and y variables, are those in Equation (11) . By relaxing these constraints we can decompose the Min FCB problem into two separate (simpler) problems. We relax the |E| constraints (11) using Lagrange multipliers λ i for all i ∈ E to obtain:
where
This separates the problem into two independent subproblems: Max Spanning Tree (y variables, objective function z 2 ) and a special form of Min Eulerian Cycle (x variables, objective function z 1 ). The Max Spanning Tree problem is formulated as min y {z 2 (y, λ) | (10)} and solved combinatorially with a greedy method. The special Min Eulerian Cycle problem is formulated as min x,s {z 1 (x, s, λ) | (9) ∧ (12) ∧ (13)} and also solved combinatorially (we omit the details). The Lagrangian dual problem is therefore max λ≥0
(min
which we tried to solve using a subgradient method [34] , but to no avail, getting a bound that was identical to the relaxation of the Min FCB formulation (2)-
.
Since the constraints in the Min FCB formulation are the same as in the minimum routing cost tree formulation, we tried to tighten the bound by adding valid cuts used in [23] . In particular, we considered the cardinality cuts stating that each subtree must contain a number of edges equal to the number of nodes minus one. However, the solution of the linear relaxation of the above formulation, albeit fractional, already satisfied all these cuts on all tested instances.
For large instances, even solving the linear relaxation of our formulation is a very challenging task. In those cases, a lower bound was obtained by finding the minimum (non-fundamental) cycle basis of the graph using an improved version of Horton's algorithm [16, 18, 35] . On average, this is a very weak lower bound, whose difference with respect to the optimal FCB cost grows with the size of the instance. In the case of mesh graphs, we established experimentally that the gap between this lower bound and the heuristic solution increases about linearly with number of vertices in the graph (in the case of unweighted graphs, Thm. 6.6 of [38] gives an asymptotic 1 1024 ln(n) lower bound for square grids). Further information about bounds and asymptotic sizes for mesh grids can be found in [36] and the references cited therein.
Computational results
Our edge-swapping local search algorithm and metaheuristics were implemented in C++ and tested on various types of unweighted and weighted graphs. CPU times refer to a Pentium 4 2.66 GHz processor with 1 GB RAM running Linux. We considered the following classes of instances:
• star graphs and rectangular mesh graphs with known global optima, • square mesh graphs with unit costs on the edges, • Euclidean graphs generated randomly, with weights proportional to the edge lengths, • two instances taken from a real-life periodic timetabling problem, • one instance taken from a real-life electrical circuit testing application, • 2D and 3D toroidal graphs with unit costs on the edges. Some instances are from the literature, while others were generated on purpose. In the next subsections, we provide the corresponding information and report the results obtained for each one of them. Each instance was tested with the following heuristics: the local search algorithm (LS), the NT-heuristic cited in [4] , and the VNS and TS algorithms described in Section 3 (which were run for 10 minutes after finding the first local optimum, unless specified otherwise). For most instances, we also report a lower bound.
Graphs with known optima
N-Star graphs. These graphs can be represented as regular polygons having N sides. The nodes are those adjacent to the N sides and a node at the center of the polygon; the edges are the N sides and all edges connecting the central node with each of the other nodes. An example with N = 8 sides is shown in Figure 8(a) . The spanning tree giving rise to the optimal FCB consists of all edges connecting the central node with each of the other nodes. All the cycles in the optimal FCB have 3 edges; each of the N sides of the polygon is a chord. The optimal FCB cost is 3N . We considered the instances for all N up to 50, and in all cases the optimal solution was reached without any edge swap, i.e., the initial constructive heuristic always found the optimal solution.
Rectangular mesh graphs. These graphs consist of a rectangular array of 4 × N nodes; Figure 8 (b) shows an example with N = 9, together with the optimal solution. Although it is easy to show that the optimal solutions for such instances are all similar to that given in Figure 8(b) , constructive heuristics fail to find it. The optimal FCB has 2(n − 3) + 6 square cycles (4 edges each) and N − 3 rectangular cycles (6 edges each) with an optimal cost of 14N − 28. All instances from N = 10 to N = 100 were tried, and the local search heuristic always managed to find the optimum, either within 2 or 4 edge swaps. 
Unweighted mesh graphs
One of the most challenging testbeds for the Min FCB problem is given by the square N × N mesh graphs with unit costs on the edges. Due to the large number of symmetries in these graphs, there are many different spanning trees with identical associated FCB costs. Uniform cost square mesh graphs have n = N 2 nodes and m = 2N (N − 1) edges. Table 1 reports the FCB costs and corresponding CPU times. The lower bounds for this class of graphs correspond to the formula 4(m − n + 1), namely to the cost of a minimum non-fundamental cycle basis. In the case of mesh graphs, it is also a minimum weakly fundamental cycle basis.
For this class of graphs LS finds much better solutions than NT, but the differences in CPU times are enormous. TS performs very slightly better than VNS on average.
Since these results were first presented in [1] , considerable attention has been devoted to the Min FCB problem. In particular, the focus in [36] is on mesh graphs, and the authors improve the FCB costs by around 16% with respect to Table 1 and the lower bounds by around 67%. Our methods, of course, are applicable to general graphs, whereas those developed in [36] are tailored to mesh graphs. In any case, it appears clear that reducing the gap between lower and upper bounds is a definite challenge for future research. Table 1 Computational results (CPU times in format h:mm:ss) for N × N mesh graphs.
Values marked with * denote the best value found for the instance.
Random Euclidean graphs
We have generated simple random edge-biconnected graphs. The nodes are positioned uniformly at random on a 20 × 20 square centered at the origin. Between each pair of nodes an edge is generated with probability p, with 0 < p < 1 (also called the edge density). The cost of an edge is equal to the Euclidean distance between its adjacent nodes. For each n in {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and p in {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}, we have generated a random graph of size n with edge probability p. The computational results are given in Table 2 . Lower bounds have been computed by solving a linear relaxation of the formulation in Section 4. The average percentage gap between the LS heuristic and lower bounding FCB costs is 8.19%, the standard deviation is ± 5.15%, and the mode is 6% (these values have been obtained considering a larger instance set than that reported in Table 2 , namely 81 instances). It is worth pointing out that the lower bounds obtained by solving the linear relaxation of the formulation presented in Section 4 are generally much tighter than those derived from the formulations considered in [32] . The performance of VNS and TS is very similar on this class of graphs.
Instances from real-life applications
Periodic Timetabling. An interesting application of Min FCB arises in periodic timetabling for transportation systems. In [5] , the timetables of the Berlin underground are designed by considering a mathematical programming model based on the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) [37] and the associated graph G in which nodes correspond to events. Since the number of integer variables in the model can be minimized by identifying an FCB of G and the Table 2 Computational results (CPU times in seconds or hh:mm:ss) for Euclidean random graphs. Lower bound values marked with † denote an optimal solution (MIP solved to optimality by CPLEX v. 9.1 [33] ). FCB costs marked with * denote the best value found for the instance. Missing values are due to excessive CPU timings.
number of discrete values that each integer variable can take is proportional to the total FCB cost, good models for the PESP problem can be obtained by finding minimum fundamental cycle bases of the corresponding graph G. Due to the way the edge costs are determined, the Min FCB instances arising from this application have a high degree of symmetry, which makes them difficult. The results reported in Table 3 for instance timtab2 (with 88 nodes and 316 edges), which is available from MIPLIB (http://miplib.zib.de), are promising. According to practical modeling requirements, certain edges are mandatory and must belong to the spanning tree associated to the Min FCB solution. The above-mentioned instance contains 80 mandatory edges out of 87 tree branches, and most of the these 80 fixed edges have very high costs. As shown in Table 3 (instance l-fixed), this additional condition obviously leads to FCBs with substantially larger costs. Missing values in the table, marked with "-", are due to a missing implementation of the corresponding algorithm which deals with mandatory spanning tree edges. Lower bounds were obtained by solving the linear relaxation of the formulation in Section 4.
Testing of electrical networks. The Min FCB problem also arises in the eventdriven simulation of electrical circuits [3] . The electrical network is decomposed into current sources (represented by branches in the tree) and voltage sources (represented by chords in the co-tree). Fundamental cycles are then used to compute the voltage across the current sources, and fundamental cuts to determine the current through the voltage sources. When the network evolves in time, it is necessary to perform edge swapping, and the best choice appears to be the one minimizing the length of the fundamental cycles. The instance gm19 (from A. Brambilla, DEI, Politecnico di Milano) has 414 nodes and 1091 edges. The graph was too large for the lower bound to be computed by solving the linear relaxation of the formulation in Section 4, so we reported the minimum (non-fundamental) cycle basis cost computed by Horton's algorithm [16] . Table 3 Computational results for real-life applications. Best values are marked with * . CPU times for the NT heuristic are approximately 0s. The bound marked with † is given the cost of the MCB computed by Horton's algorithm.
TUM cycle basis test set
A collection of 2D and 3D toroidal graphs and of hypercubic graphs are available from http://www-m9.ma.tum.de/dm/cycles/mhuber. This website at Technische Universität München (TUM) also contains the costs of the minimum (not necessarily fundamental) cycle bases, which provide lower bounds to the minimum FCB costs. Toroidal graphs are D-dimensional grids of n D nodes each of which is adjacent to each neighboring node, with wrap-around adjacency at the border. Computational results (for a subset of the instances) are reported in Tables 4 and 5 . Lower bounds, reported in the last column, refer to the minimal non-fundamental cycle bases.
For hypercubic graphs, the locally optimal FCB found by the initial constructive heuristic was never improved by edge-swapping heuristics. This is strong Table 4 Computational results for some 2D toroidal graphs from the TUM test set. Values marked with * denote the best value found for the instance.
computational evidence that the initial constructive heuristic actually finds the global optimum. Table 5 Computational results for the 3D toroidal graphs from the TUM test set. Values marked with * denote the best value found for the instance.
Concluding remarks
We described and investigated new heuristics, based on edge swaps, for tackling the Min FCB problem. Compared to existing tree-growing procedures, our local search algorithm and simple implementation of the VNS and TS metaheuristics look very promising, even though computationally more intensive. We established structural results that allow an efficient implementation of the proposed edge swaps. We presented a new MIP formulation whose linear relaxation provides tighter lower bounds than known formulations on several classes of graphs. Finally, we tested LS, NT, VNS and TS heuristics on several classes of graphs. Our VNS and TS implementations are on average roughly equivalent in performance, and they compared favorably with straight local search but have higher computational requirements. Since the path r T ∪ q
